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We propose and discuss the phenomenology of a Topcolor-assisted Technicolor (TC2) model with
a flavor-universal hypercharge sector. After discussing the symmetry breaking pattern and low-
energy effective Lagrangian, we examine various experimental and theoretical constraints, finding
that precision electroweak measurements yield the strongest bounds on the model. We perform a
combined fit to all available Z-pole and LEP2 data and find that the goodness of fit for hypercharge-
universal topcolor is comparable to that of the Standard Model. In contrast, TC2 models with a
flavor non-universal hypercharge sectors are markedly disfavored by the data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although the Standard Model is an excellent low-energy effective theory, that describes data at currently accessible
energies extremely well, underlying theoretical problems presented by fundamental scalar bosons, such as the hierarchy
and triviality problems, suggest that additional physics must describe the dynamics of electroweak symmetry breaking.
The large mass of the top quark has suggested that formation of a top quark condensate could be responsible for all
[1][2][3][4][5][6][7][8] or at least part [9] of electroweak symmetry breaking (for a review, see [10]). An interesting class
of models involving a role for the top quark in dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking is known as topcolor-assisted
technicolor (TC2) [9, 11]. In these theories, a technicolor condensate provides masses to the weak vector bosons and
an extended technicolor (ETC) sector gives mass to the light quarks and leptons – and a bottom-quark-sized mass to
the top. The majority of the top quark mass (and a small portion of the mass of the W and Z) is due to formation
of a top-quark condensate through the dynamics of an extended color gauge sector. The presence of an extended
hypercharge sector ensures that the bottom quark (and other standard fermions) do not also condense. In this paper,
we will introduce a new model of this kind, discuss its phenomenology, and compare it to the existing TC2 models.
The gauge group of the TC2 models discussed here is
SU(N)TC ⊗ SU(3)1 ⊗ SU(3)2 ⊗ SU(2)W ⊗ U(1)1 ⊗ U(1)2. (I.1)
gTC h1 h2 g g
′
1 g
′
2
where the name of the gauge charge is given below each group.
The technicolor sector is primarily responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking; technicolor is assumed to reside
within an ETC model that is entirely responsible for the masses and mixings of the first and second generation
quarks and all of the leptons. The technicolor sector is primarily responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking;
as is typical for TC2 models [10], we assume a walking technicolor sector that does not generate large precision
electroweak corrections. In turn, technicolor is assumed to reside within an ETC model that is entirely responsible
for the masses and mixings of the first and second generations and all of the leptons; because ETC need not generate
large quark masses, the usual FCNC constraints on the ETC scale are alleviated [10]. The third generation quarks
can, as discussed shortly, receive additional mass contributions from the topcolor sector. The strong sector consists
of the semi-simple group SU(3)1 ⊗ SU(3)2 which is spontaneously broken to its diagonal subgroup (identified with
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2SU(3)QCD) at a scale u of order a few TeV. The third generation quarks always transform under the stronger SU(3)1
group; the color group for the first and second-generation quarks is model-dependent. The weak interactions are
represented by an SU(2)W group, under which all of the quarks and leptons have their standard charges. Finally, the
hypercharge sector consists of the semi-simple group U(1)1 ⊗ U(1)2 which is spontaneously broken to U(1)Y also at
the scale u. Again, the third-generation fermions always transform under U(1)1 while the hypercharge group for the
first and second generation fermions is model-dependent.
The symmetry-breaking sequence for the models is thus
SU(N)TC ⊗ SU(3)1 ⊗ SU(3)2 ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)1 ⊗ U(1)2y u
SU(N)TC ⊗ SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y (I.2)y v
SU(N)TC ⊗ SU(3)C ⊗ U(1)em.
The spontaneous breaking of color and hypercharge to their diagonal subgroups at the scale u is driven by a condensate
that is charged under the strong and hypercharge groups (but not under the weak or technicolor groups). The
breaking of the remaining electroweak group to its electromagnetic subgroup is driven by a combination of a top-
quark condensate and a technifermion condensate. Since there are six gauge groups and three symmetry-breakings
(color, hypercharge, electroweak), we expect that 9 parameters will be needed to describe the gauge sector; four are
the conventional αs, α, GF , and MZ of the Standard model, while the rest describe new physics.
The formation of the top condensate occurs at an energy below the scale of spontaneous symmetry breaking of the
topcolor group, u. Hence, the interactions among top quarks can be described using the Nambu–Jona-Lasinio (NJL)
approximation [12][13], in which topgluon exchange is modeled as a four-fermi interaction scaled by the size of the
topgluon coupling and mass. In this approximation, we will be able to write down a Dyson-Schwinger “gap” equation
describing the generation of a dynamical mass for the top quark and to determine the range of gauge couplings for
which only the top quark obtains a mass. We will see that the larger the topgluon mass is compared to the top quark
mass, the closer the topcolor coupling will be driven to its critical value, the minimum value for which condensation
formation is possible (neglecting the impact of the extended hypercharge group). This is a form of fine tuning [14]. In
addition, in the NJL approximation the Pagels-Stokar formula [15] relates the scale Λ where an interaction becomes
strong (approximately the Topcolor scale), the (top-)pion decay constant f , and the dynamical mass m (in our case
the top mass) generated by the formation of the condensate:
f2 =
3m2
8π2
ln
Λ2
m2
, (I.3)
in the limit m≪ Λ. Because the top quark’s mass is known, this relationship will allow us to determine the size of the
top condensate’s contribution to electroweak symmetry breaking. We will find that electroweak symmetry breaking
is still driven primarily by technicolor as the name TC2 suggests. Effects of the uncertainty in the Pagels-Stokar
estimate of ft are discussed in section IVB4
In the original or “classic” TC2 model [9, 11], both the color and hypercharge interactions are flavor non-universal,
treating the third-generation fermions differently than the lighter fermions as shown in Table I (left). The lack of
flavor-universality leads to strong constraints from flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC) and b-quark physics as
discussed in [16][17][18]. In “flavor-universal” TC2 [19][20][21], which has a flavor-universal color sector but flavor
non-universal hypercharge, as in Table I (right), the flavor constraints are less stringent [21][22].
Classic Topcolor
SU(3)1 SU(3)2 SU(2)W U(1)1 U(1)2
I - SM SM - SM
II - SM SM - SM
III SM - SM SM -
Flavor-Universal Topcolor
SU(3)1 SU(3)2 SU(2)W U(1)1 U(1)2
I SM - SM - SM
II SM - SM - SM
III SM - SM SM -
TABLE I: Gauge charge assignments for fermions of generations I, II and III in the classic [9, 11] and flavor-universal [21]
Topcolor models. The entry “SM” indicates a charge assignment corresponding to that in the Standard Model. A dash
indicates that the fermion is not charged under the gauge group.
Since those models were introduced, a wealth of experimental data on precision electroweak observables has been
accumulated – which now provides the strongest source of constraints on TC2. Accordingly, this paper introduces
3a third TC2 model, termed “hypercharge-universal”, in which the extended color interactions single out the third
generation (as in classic TC2) but the extended hypercharge interactions are generation universal, as shown in Table
II. We will demonstrate that this model is in better accord with precision electroweak data than the previous TC2
models that featured generation non-universal Z ′ bosons.
Hypercharge-Universal Topcolor
SU(3)1 SU(3)2 SU(2)W U(1)1 U(1)2
I - SM SM SM -
II - SM SM SM -
III SM - SM SM -
TABLE II: Gauge charge assignments for fermions of generations I, II and III in the hypercharge-universal topcolor model
introduced in this paper. The entry “SM” indicates a charge assignment corresponding to that in the Standard Model.
In the next section, we analyze topcolor and hypercharge symmetry breaking in the hypercharge-universal topcolor-
assisted technicolor model, including a brief discussion of constraints on the effective theory below the topgluon mass.
In section III we analyze electroweak symmetry breaking in the model, and in section IV we present an analysis of
the constraints arising from precision electroweak data. Section V updates the constraints on the TC2 models with
flavor non-universal Z ′ bosons. Our conclusions are presented in section VI.
II. THE HYPERCHARGE-UNIVERSAL TOPCOLOR MODEL
We now discuss the spontaneous breaking of the extended color and hypercharge groups and construct the effective
Lagrangian describing physics below the topgluon mass scale. We show that, in the NJL approximation, the model
(like classic and flavor-universal TC2) does admit the possibility of forming a top condensate without having other
fermion condense. We also estimate the constraint on the model’s parameter space from the need to avoid the U(1)1
Landau pole, remain consistent with LEP2 limits on four-fermion contact interactions, and avoid large FCNC.
A. Topcolor Symmetry Breaking
At the scale u, SU(3)1 ⊗ SU(3)2 and U(1)1 ⊗ U(1)2 break to their respective diagonal subgroups, which we
associate with SU(3)QCD and U(1)Y . The condensate responsible for this symmetry breaking is taken to transform
as a
(
3, 3¯, p
2
√
6
,− p
2
√
6
)
under these interactions, where p is an arbitrary U(1) charge of order 1. The mass-squared
matrix for the colored gauge-bosons is then
u2
2
(
h21 −h1h2
−h1h2 h22
)
. (II.4)
Defining cos η ≡ h1/
√
h21 + h
2
2 and sin η ≡ h2/
√
h21 + h
2
2, we obtain for the mass eigenstates C
A
µ (massive topgluons)
and GAµ (massless fields identified with the QCD gluons), the relations
CAµ = cos η A
A
1µ − sin η AA2µ GAµ = sin η AA1µ + cos η AA2µ. (II.5)
The mass of the topgluon is
MC = u
√
h21 + h
2
2 , (II.6)
and the coupling of the gluon (gS) is given by
gS ≡ h1h2√
h21 + h
2
2
= h1 sin η = h2 cos η . (II.7)
4In the limit v ≪ u, a similar analysis can be made for the U(1) fields to zeroth order in v/u. The 2×2 mass-squared
matrix for the U(1) fields is given by
p2 u2
2
(
g′21 −g′1g′2
−g′1g′2 g′22
)
. (II.8)
Defining cosφ = g′1/
√
g′21 + g′
2
2 and sinφ = g
′
2/
√
g′21 + g′
2
2, we may define the U(1) fields
Z ′⊥ = cosφ B
µ
2 + sinφ B
µ
1 Z
′ = − sinφ Bµ2 + cosφ Bµ1 . (II.9)
Before electroweak symmetry breaking occurs, the Z ′⊥ corresponds to the (massless) standard model hypercharge
field, which couples to Y = Y1 + Y2, with strength
g′ ≡ g
′
1g
′
2√
g′21 + g
′2
2
= g′1 sinφ = g
′
2 cosφ .
The orthogonal field, Z ′, acquires the mass
MZ′ =
p u
2
√
g′21 + g
′2
2 . (II.10)
A complete analysis of the neutral gauge-boson sector, including electroweak symmetry breaking, will be considered
below in section III A.
B. The Topgluon and Z′ Effective Lagrangians
At energies below scale u, exchange of the massive topgluon and Z ′ bosons between fermion currents can be described
by a low-energy effective Lagrangian. We will derive the form of this effective Lagrangian for the Hypercharge-
Universal Topcolor model; four-fermion interactions induced by topgluon exchange will treat the third generation
differently while those induced by Z ′ exchange will be flavor-universal in form. As described in [11][16][21], the
effective Lagrangians for the classic and flavor-universal Topcolor models differ from the one we derive here, due to
the alternative fermion charge assignments.
The fermion kinetic energy term includes interactions between fermion currents and the mass-eigenstate topgluon
and gluon fields ∑
i=I,II,III
q¯ii /Dqi = . . .− CAµ JAµC −GAµJAµG , (II.11)
where qi denotes a quark in generation i and the currents are defined as follows, with the fermion charges of table II
taken into account:
JAµC ≡ gS cot η q¯IIIγµ λ
A
2 qIII − gS tan η (q¯IIγµ λ
A
2 qII + q¯Iγ
µ λ
A
2 qI) (II.12)
JAµG ≡ gS
∑
i
(
q¯iγ
µ λ
A
2 qi
)
. (II.13)
If we define
κ3 ≡ αS
(
h1
h2
)2
= αS cot
2 η (II.14)
with αS = g
2
S/4π, then eqn. (II.12) can be rewritten
JAµC =
√
4π
(√
κ3q¯IIIγ
µλ
A
2
qIII − αS√
κ3
(q¯IIγ
µλ
A
2
qII + q¯Iγ
µλ
A
2
qI)
)
. (II.15)
At energies well below the topgluon mass, one obtains the effective Lagrangian term
LC = − 1
2M2C
JACµJ
Aµ
C (II.16)
5which includes the symmetry factor for two identical currents. The corresponding result for the hypercharge sector is
LZ′ = − 2π
M2Z′
κ1

 ∑
i=I,II,III
(
f¯iγ
µY fi
)
2
, (II.17)
κ1 ≡ αY
(
g′1
g′2
)2
. (II.18)
where αY = g
′2/4π and fi denotes any quark or lepton of generation i.
We require four parameters, in addition to those of the standard model, to describe the new color and hypercharge
physics discussed so far (two extra gauge couplings, the new symmetry-breaking scale, and the hypercharge of the
condensate associated with that scale). We choose to write these as κ1, κ3, p and the scale u to be consistent with
[21]. We therefore re-express the topgluon (II.6) and the Z ′ masses (II.10) in terms of these parameters, using Eqns.
(II.7) and (II.10). The following equalities
h21 = 4π (κ3 + αS) , h
2
2 = 4π
αS
κ3
(κ3 + αS)
g′1
2
= 4π (κ1 + αY ) , g
′
2
2
= 4π
αY
κ1
(κ1 + αY ) ,
(II.19)
allow us to write
MC = u
√
4π
κ3
(κ3 + αS) ,
MZ′ = p u
√
π
κ1
(κ1 + αY ) .
(II.20)
C. The Gap Triangle
We now introduce the gap equation that describes the self-consistent dynamical generation of fermion masses in
the Nambu–Jona-Lasinio approximation [12][13]. This has the overall form of the gap equation in ref. [21], but the
coupling factors are modified to reflect the universal Z ′ and non-universal topgluons of the hypercharge-universal
model:
mf = G1
mfM
2
Z′
8π2
[
1−
(
mf
MZ′
)2
ln
(
M2Z′
m2f
)]
+ G3
3mfM
2
C
8π2
[
1−
(
mf
MC
)2
ln
(
M2C
m2f
)]
, (II.21)
where the coefficients Gi are
G1 =
8π
M2
Z′
κ1Y
f
L Y
f
R for all fermions,
G3 = 0 for leptons,
=
4πα2S
M2C
1
κ3
for quark generations I and II,
= 4π
M2
C
κ3 for quark generation III.
and we define hypercharge as Q = T3 + Y . In order for a fermion to condense, its gap equation (II.21) must have a
solution for mf>0. Accordingly we expect condensation, only if
1 <
1
8π2
(
G1M
2
Z′ + 3G3M
2
C
)
. (II.22)
Evaluating this for each fermion species yields constraints on κ1 and κ3. The three most stringent are:
κ3 +
2
27
κ1 >
2
3
π, (II.23)
κ3 − 1
27
κ1 <
2
3
π, (II.24)
κ1 < 2π. (II.25)
6Equation (II.23) must hold if the top quark is to condense; equations (II.24) and (II.25) must be fulfilled in order
to avoid bottom quark or τ -lepton condensation, respectively. In contrast, avoiding charm quark condensation, for
instance, imposes the less stringent constraint
κ1 +
27
2
α2S
κ3
< 9π. (II.26)
The above gap equations only take into account the Z ′ and topgluon interactions in the NJL Lagrangian. A more
complete description would also include the electromagnetic and the QCD interaction by using the gauged NJL model
[23][24]. The result is a shift [25][26][27][28] of the equations (II.23-II.25), analogous to the findings in ref. [21]:
κ3 +
2
27
κ1 >
2
3
π − 4
3
αS − 4
9
αY , (II.27)
κ3 − 1
27
κ1 <
2
3
π − 4
3
αS +
2
9
αY , (II.28)
κ1 < 2π − 6αY . (II.29)
The difference is not great for larger values of κ1 but is important when κ1 is small; as we shall shortly see, experiment
favors the latter.
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FIG. 1: The Gap Triangle corresponding to eqns. (II.27-II.29) lies between the solid lines (i) the lower bound for 〈b¯b〉 = 0, (ii)
the upper bound for 〈τ¯ τ 〉 = 0 and (iii) the lower bound for 〈t¯t〉 6= 0. The values αY (MZ) = 0.010 and αS(MZ) = 0.118 from
ref. [29] were used in the calculations. The dashed line represents a solution of the gap equation for the scale u = 500 GeV and
p = 1 for a dynamical top mass of mt ≈ 170 GeV. Solutions for higher scales lie to the left of this line.
The three inequalities are simultaneously satisfied inside a nearly-triangular region (the “gap triangle”) in the κ1−κ3
plane, as shown in Figure 1. While the entire gap triangle can formally allow a top condensate to be generated, other
considerations indicate that the phenomenologically relevant region lies near the left-hand boundary determined by
eqn. (II.27), as we shall now discuss. The dimensionful scales in the gap equation, eqn. (II.21) are MC,Z′ , and are
hence of order u. For generic values of the couplings which satisfy eqn. (II.27), therefore, one will obtain a top quark
mass of order u. For our theory to approximate the standard model, however, u must lie significantly above the weak
scale. To obtain mt ≪ u, therefore, the model must be in the area adjacent to the left-hand side of the gap triangle.
Using eqns. (II.20) in the gauged NJL version of eqn. (II.21) gives a relation between κ1 and κ3 for a given (desired)
dynamical fermion mass mf , scale u and hypercharge factor p. Since the top mass is known to be (172.5± 2.3) GeV
[29] and the dynamical mass contribution coming from Extended Technicolor can be estimated [11] to be of the order
of a few GeV, the Topcolor sector of our model must give a dynamical mass contribution of around 170 GeV. The
dashed line in Fig. 1 shows the solution to the gauged version of the gap equation (II.21) with this dynamical mass
for p = 1 and u = 500 GeV; solutions for scales above 500 GeV would lie even closer to the left hand side of the gap
triangle, which is approached in the limit u→∞.
7D. Preliminary Constraints
Next, we will discuss the constraints on the parameters of the hypercharge-universal topcolor-assisted technicolor
model arising from having sufficiently weakly-coupled U(1) gauge interactions, from searches for contact-interactions,
and from the absence of large flavor-changing neutral currents.
1. Absence of a Landau Pole
To avoid conflict with the Landau pole for hypercharge group U(1)1, the value of κ1 must be relatively small. Just
as in QED, fermion-loop corrections to the gauge boson propagator cause the coupling constant g′1 of the U(1)1 group
[44] to run. Working in the MS renormalization scheme, in which the running coupling is independent of the fermion
masses, the beta function is
β(µ) ≡ µ∂g
′
1
∂µ
= C
g′1
3
12π2
, C ≡ 1
2
∑
i
Y 2i (II.30)
where µ is the energy scale in MS and C is the sum over the squared hypercharges of all fermions (left and right
handed). Summing over the charges of all three fermion generations, we find C = 5 for the hypercharge-universal
topcolor model. Integrating eqn. (II.30) yields the scale dependent coupling at an arbitrary scale Λ, if we know the
coupling at another scale Λ0:
g′1(Λ)
2
= g′1(Λ0)
2 1
1− C6π2 g′1(Λ0)2 ln ΛΛ0
. (II.31)
The running coupling thus exhibits a Landau pole for Λ = ΛL,
ΛL = Λ0 exp
[
6π2
Cg′1(Λ0)
2
]
= Λ0 exp
[
3π
2C(κ1(Λ0) + αY (Λ0))
]
, (II.32)
where eqn. (II.19) has been used to obtain the right-most expression. For the theory to be self-consistent, the Landau
pole ΛL should be at an energy scale well above the symmetry breaking scale u. Taking Λ0 ≈ u and C = 5, we
find that if ΛL is to lie at least 2 orders of magnitude above u, we must require κ1 . 0.2. This constraint will be
superseded by the precision electroweak bounds.
2. Limits from Four-Fermion Contact Interactions
Experimental limits on contact interactions provide a lower limit on the Z ′ mass as a function of κ1. Published
analyses [29] of the relevant data assumes an effective Lagrangian of the general form
4π
(1 + δ)(Λ±ij)2
∑
i,j=L,R
ηij (e¯iγµei)
(
f¯jγ
µfj
)
, (II.33)
where δ = 1 if f is an electron and δ = 0 otherwise. The coefficient ηij has the value ±1 corresponding to constructive
(destructive) interference. Comparing this effective Lagrangian with the relevant terms of the low-energy interaction
due to Z ′ exchange in our model (II.17), we find the correspondence
MZ′ = Λ
sgn[Yfi ]
ij
√
κ1YeiYfj (II.34)
The LEP Electroweak Working Group (LEP EWWG) analysis of possible contact interaction contributions to
e+e− → f f¯ [30] quotes experimental lower bounds on the various Λsgn[Yfi ]ij corresponding to different fermion chiralities
and flavors. Given the factors of hypercharge appearing in eqn. (II.34), the strongest of the LEP EWWG limits on
this model comes from the process e+Re
−
R → ℓ+Rℓ−R where ℓ = µ, τ :
Λ−RR ≥ 9.3TeV corresponding to M ′Z ≥ 9.3
√
κ1TeV (II.35)
8A separate analysis reported in ref. [31] combines data from HERA, LEP, and atomic parity violation to reach limits
on new contact interactions; in this case, the strongest limit for this model comes from e+Re
−
R → uRuR:
Λ+RR ≥ 17.9TeV corresponding to M ′Z ≥ 14.6
√
κ1TeV . (II.36)
We will find in Section IV that precision electroweak tests impose even stronger constraints on MZ′ .
3. Flavor Changing Neutral Currents: KK¯ and BB¯ mixing
The effective Lagrangian for topgluon exchange, eqn. (II.16), induces flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) at
tree level. To estimate the size of the FCNC, we assume a mixing only between the left-handed down-type quark
fields (e.g. as consistent with the discussion in [18]) and use the CKM matrix of the SM to approximate the size of
the mixing. The relevant piece of (II.16) is then as follows, where the quark fields di are mass eigenstates
L = − 2π
M2C
[√
κ3
(
d¯jLV
†j3γµ
λA
2
V 3kdkL
)
− αS√
κ3
(
d¯jV †j1γµ
λa
2
V 1kdkL + d¯
jV †j2γµ
λa
2
V 2kdkL
)]2
. (II.37)
The terms contributing to K0K¯0 mixing are
LTc∆s=2 = −
2π
M2C
[√
κ3V
†13V 32 − αS√
κ3
(
V †11V 12 + V †12V 22
)]2 × (d¯LγµλA
2
sL
)2
. (II.38)
Applying a Fiertz transformation and a trace identity for the Gell-Mann matrices yields
LTc∆s=2 = −ΩTc(MC , κ3)×
(
d¯LαγµsLα
) (
d¯Lβγ
µsLβ
)
, (II.39)
ΩTc(MC , κ3) ≡ 2π
3M2C
[√
κ3V
†13V 32 − αS√
κ3
(
V †11V 12 + V †12V 22
)]2
. (II.40)
Rather than using this result to compute the topcolor contribution to the KLKS mass difference directly, we will
compare the coefficient ΩTc to the coefficient ΩSM that multiplies the same ∆S = 2 operator in the SM:
ΩSM ≡ GF√
2
α
4π
1
sin2 θW

∑
i
(
V †1iV i2
)2
xi +
∑
i6=j
V †1iV i2V †1jV j2
xixj
xi − xj ln
xi
xj

 , (II.41)
where xi ≡ m2i /M2W and the indices i, j run over the up, charm and top quark flavors. In order to retain agreement with
experiment, the extra contribution from topcolor should not exceed that already present in the SM (i.e. ΩTc ≤ ΩSM ).
We effect the comparison using the following values of the magnitudes of the CKM elements, calculated from the
measured [29] |Vud|, |Vub| and |Vcb| using the standard parametrization of the CKM matrix [32]
V ≈

 0.9738 0.2275 0.00431−0.2275 0.9729 0.0416
0.005271 −0.04149 0.9991

 . (II.42)
The solid line in Fig. 2 shows the resulting lower bound on MC as a function of κ3, if we require Ω
Tc ≈ ΩSM and
set αS(MZ) = 0.118. Due to this constraint, MC & 1TeV. The analogous calculation for BB¯ mixing (making the
replacements s → d and d → b) yields a stronger constraint shown by the dashed line of Fig. 2: MC & 6 − 8TeV.
This limit is consistent with the results obtained by [18] for classic TC2 where both the topgluons and Z ′ contribute
to tree-level FCNC. In Section IV, these limits will be superseded by those from precision electroweak data.
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FIG. 2: Lower bound for MC due to KK¯ (solid line) and BB¯ (dashed line) mixing as a function of κ3.
III. ELECTROWEAK SYMMETRY BREAKING AND VARIABLES
A. Electroweak Symmetry Breaking
We now consider the electroweak neutral-boson sector in greater detail. The complete pattern of electroweak
breaking is:
W
aµ
SU(2)L ⊗
B
µ
1
U(1)1 ⊗
B
µ
2
U(1)2y u
W
aµ
SU(2)L ⊗
Z′
⊥
U(1)Y (III.43)y v
A
µ
U(1)em .
In order to calculate the effects of this extended gauge structure on electroweak processes, we begin by constructing
a new basis for the neutral electroweak gauge-bosons. The electroweak covariant derivative may be written in terms
of the original gauge eigenstates as
∂µ + ig T aWµa + ig
′
1 Y1B
µ
1 + ig
′
2 Y2B
µ
2 . (III.44)
Since the electric charge operator Q = T3+Y = T3+Y1+Y2 remains unbroken, it is useful to rewrite (III.44) in terms
of the massless EM-field Aµ and two orthogonal neutral fields. First we use mixing angle φ to rotate the hypercharge
bosons (see eqn. (II.9))
Z ′⊥ = cosφ B
µ
2 + sinφ B
µ
1 Z
′ = − sinφ Bµ2 + cosφ Bµ1 , (III.45)
where Z ′⊥ couples to Y = Y1+Y2 and is orthogonal to the massive Z
′ introduced in section IIA. Then we use angle θ
to define the states
Aµ = cos θ Z ′µ⊥ + sin θ W
µ
3 Z
µ = − sin θ Z ′µ⊥ + cos θ Wµ3 . (III.46)
In terms of these two mixing angles, the gauge couplings may be expressed as
g =
e
sin θ
, g′1 =
g′
sinφ
=
e
sinφ cos θ
, g′2 =
g′
cosφ
=
e
cosφ cos θ
, (III.47)
where e is the electromagnetic coupling, given by
1
e2
=
1
g2
+
1
g′21
+
1
g′22
. (III.48)
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In this rotated basis, we may rewrite the covariant derivative (III.44) as
Dµ = ∂µ + ig T aWµa + ieA
µQ+ i
e
sin θ cos θ
Zµ
(
T 3 − sin2 θ Q)+ i e
cos θ sinφ cosφ
Z ′µY ′, (III.49)
where Y ′ ≡ Y1 − Y sin2 φ.
Following the procedure outlined in ref. [14], we may now evaluate the mass-matrices for the gauge-bosons. The
W boson mass may be written
M2W =
e2
4 sin2 θ
〈T1T1〉 , (III.50)
where 〈T1T1〉 denotes the electroweak symmetry breaking condensate that couples to the charged-boson gauge fields.
Given the size of theW boson mass, we note that the numerical value of this condensate is 〈T1T1〉 = v2 ≈ (250 GeV)2.
In a topcolor assisted technicolor model, electroweak symmetry-breaking rises from both a technifermion and top
condensate. We therefore expect
〈T1T1〉 = 〈T1T1〉TC + 〈T1T1〉top (III.51)
= F 2TC + f
2
t , (III.52)
where FTC and ft are the technicolor and topcolor F -constants, analogous to fπ in QCD. In analogy with the definition
of tanβ in two-Higgs-doublet models, we define an angle α by FTC ≡ v cosα and ft ≡ v sinα. This angle α (or,
equivalently, ft) is the fifth and final parameter needed to describe all of the physics beyond the SM in our model.
Note that ft is determined by the topcolor dynamics through the Pagels-Stokar relation [15] as mentioned in the
Introduction.
From the gauge-boson couplings in eqn. (III.49), we find the neutral-boson mass matrix in the Z – Z ′ basis to be
m
2
Z =
e2
4 sin2 θ cos2 θ
(
〈T3T3〉 sin θsinφ cosφ 〈T3Y ′〉
sin θ
sinφ cosφ 〈T3Y ′〉 sin
2 θ
sin2 φ cos2 φ
〈Y ′Y ′〉
)
, (III.53)
where we note that electric charge Q is unbroken, and therefore all terms involving the condensate coupling to Q must
vanish. Furthermore, by custodial symmetry, 〈T1T1〉 = 〈T2T2〉 = 〈T3T3〉, allowing us to evaluate the upper left-hand
element as having the value v2.
Next, consider the off-diagonal elements proportional to 〈T3Y ′〉,
〈T3Y ′〉 = 〈T3(Y1 − Y sin2 φ)〉 (III.54)
= 〈T3(Y1 − (Q − T3) sin2 φ〉 (III.55)
= 〈T3Y1〉+ 〈T3T3〉 sin2 φ . (III.56)
This matrix element receives contributions both from technifermion and top condensates. To minimize the size of
electroweak corrections, we will assume that the technicolor sector couplings to U(1)1 are isospin symmetric [33], in
which case 〈T3Y1〉TC = 0, yielding a technicolor contribution
〈T3Y ′〉TC = v2 cos2 α sin2 φ . (III.57)
For the top-quark, Y1 = Y = Q− T3, yielding the topcolor contribution
〈T3Y ′〉top = −〈T3T3〉top cos2 φ = −v2 sin2 α cos2 φ . (III.58)
Combining these two contributions, and simplifying, we find
〈T3Y ′〉 = v2(cos2 α− cos2 φ) . (III.59)
Lastly, we consider the bottom right-hand element 〈Y ′Y ′〉. This element receives contributions from the U(1)1 ×
U(1)2 breaking at scale u, as well as from electroweak symmetry breaking at scale v. In what follows, we will be
interested in computing the mass and couplings of the light Z boson including corrections up to order v2/u2 and the
mass and couplings of the heavy Z ′ boson to leading order only. Thus, we need only keep the contribution to this
matrix element arising from scale u – an analysis completed in section IIA above. Comparing with eqn. (II.10), we
see that
〈Y ′Y ′〉 ≈ p2u2 . (III.60)
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For the mass-squared matrix of the Z and Z ′ bosons, we then find
m
2
Z =
e2p2u2
4 sin2 θ cos2 θ
(
x2 x2 sin θsinφ cosφ
(
cos2 α− cos2 φ)
x2 sin θsinφ cosφ
(
cos2 α− cos2 φ) sin2 θ
sin2 φ cos2 φ
)
, (III.61)
where we have introduced the small parameter x2 = v2/p2u2 ≪ 1. Note that the smallness of x2 will be justified in
section IVA, when we apply experimental bounds from electroweak measurements to our model.
The mass eigenstates of the mass matrix (III.61) to leading order in x2 are then:
Zµ −→ Zµ − x2 sinφ cosφ
sin θ
(
cos2 α− cos2 φ)Z ′µ, (III.62)
Z ′µ −→ Z ′µ + x2 sinφ cosφ
sin θ
(
cos2 α− cos2 φ)Zµ. (III.63)
From now on we will always mean the above mass eigenstates when we refer to Z or Z ′. Expanding the masses of the
Z- and Z ′-bosons from the mass matrix to linear order in x2 we find
M2Z =
e2v2
4 sin2 θ cos2 θ
(
1− x2 (cos2 α− cos2 φ)2) . (III.64)
and, in agreement with (II.10)
M2Z′ =
e2p2u2
4 cos2 θ sin2 φ cos2 φ
=
p2u2
4
(
g′21 + g
′2
2
)
. (III.65)
By inserting the mass eigenstate of the Z boson in our expression for the covariant derivative (III.49), we see that
the coupling of the Z to fermions gets shifted to:
gZ =
e
sin θ cos θ
[
T 3 −Q sin2 θ − x2 (Y1 − sin2 φY ) (cos2 α− cos2 φ)] (III.66)
=
e
sin θ cos θ
[
T 3 −Q sin2 θ − x2Y cos2 φ (cos2 α− cos2 φ)] , (III.67)
where in the second line we exploited the fact that Y = Y1 for all fermions in our hypercharge-universal topcolor
model. The coupling of the Z ′ to fermions is
gZ′ =
e
cos θ sinφ cosφ
(
Y1 − sin2 φY
)
=
e cosφ
cos θ sinφ
Y =
√
4πκ1 Y (III.68)
where we neglect order x2 corrections since Z ′ exchange is already suppressed relative to Z exchange by the much
heavier Z ′ mass (M2Z/M
2
Z′ ∝ x2). Therefore the form of the Z ′ effective Lagrangian remains as in eqn. (II.17).
B. Calculation of the Electroweak Parameters
A common parametrization of universal corrections [45] to Standard Model electroweak scattering processes is
provided by the quantities S, T , ∆ρ and δ, which are defined [35] with reference to general expressions for the
tree-level neutral current
−MNC = e2QQ
′
P 2
+
(T 3 − s2Q)(T ′3 − s2Q′)(
s2c2
e2
− S16π
)
P 2 + 1
4
√
2GF
(
1− αT + αδ4s2c2
) (III.69)
+
√
2GF
αδ
s2c2
T 3T ′3 + 4
√
2GF (∆ρ− αT ) (Q− T 3)(Q′ − T ′3),
and charged-current electroweak scattering amplitudes
−MCC = (T
+T ′− + T−T ′+)/2(
s2
e2
− S
16π
)
P 2 + 1
4
√
2GF
(
1 + αδ4s2c2
) +√2GF αδs2c2 (T
+T ′− + T−T ′+)
2
, (III.70)
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with P 2 a Euclidean momentum-squared. In this section, we calculate how these parameters depend on the beyond-
the-standard-model degrees of freedom in our topcolor theory: [sinα, sinφ, u, p] or [ft, κ1, u, p].
We immediately note that δ = 0 in our model, since the model does not include an extra SU(2) triplet state. Thus,
the only corrections to charged-current scattering arise from the S parameter.
The specific form of the neutral current amplitude in our model includes contributions from photon, Z, and Z ′
exchange
−MNC = e2QQ
′
P 2
+
g2Z
P 2 +M2Z
+
g2Z′
M2Z′
. (III.71)
Using the previously-derived expressions for gZ (III.67) and MZ (III.64), we can write the Z-exchange term in terms
of the model parameters as
g2Z
P 2 +M2Z
= 4µ2z (1 + ∆1)
2
(
T 3 − s2Q) (T ′3 − s2Q′)
P 2 + v2µ2Z (1−∆2)
(III.72)
where we have defined
∆1 ≡ x2 cos2 φ
(
cos2 α− cos2 φ)
∆2 ≡ x2
(
cos2 α− cos2 φ) (III.73)
µ2Z ≡
e2
4 sin2 θ cos2 θ
and also derived the relationship
s2 =
sin2 θ +∆1
1 + ∆1
. (III.74)
Comparing the coefficient of the momentum-squared in the denominator with the equivalent expression in (III.69)
yields the following expression for αS to leading order in x2:
αS = 4x2
(
cos2 α− cos2 φ) cos2 φ cos2 θ (III.75)
Likewise, comparing the constant term in the denominator with the equivalent expression in (III.69) tells us
αT = x2
(
cos4 α− cos4 φ) (III.76)
To calculate ∆ρ, we consider the Z ′ exchange contribution to the neutral currents, and recall our previously-derived
expressions for the Z ′ mass (III.65) and coupling constant (III.68)
g2Z′
M2Z′
= x2
4
v2
cos4 φ Y Y ′ =
4
v2
(∆ρ− αT )Y Y ′ . (III.77)
Inserting our expression for αT enables us to isolate ∆ρ:
∆ρ = x2 cos4 α . (III.78)
There is also a contribution to ∆ρ from topgluon exchange across the top and bottom quark loops of the W and Z
vacuum polarization diagrams (cf. [21])
∆ρC ≈ 16π
2αY
3 sin2 θW
(
f2t
MCMZ
)2
κ3. (III.79)
But due to the large topgluon mass, this contribution to ∆ρ turns out to be negligible compared to the tree-level Z ′
contribution.
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C. The Weak-Mixing-Angle
Next, we need to relate the theoretical quantity sin θ, which appears in our expressions for S, T , and ∆ρ, to
observables. For most purposes, we will find it most convenient to use a definition that relies on the best-measured
electroweak quantities, α, GF , and MZ
sin2 θZ cos
2 θZ =
πα√
2GFM2Z
. (III.80)
Recalling v2 = 1/
√
2GF and using the Z mass from (III.64), we find to leading order in x
2
sin2 θZ = sin
2 θ + x2
sin2 θ cos2 θ
cos2 θ − sin2 θ
(
cos2 α− cos2 φ)2 . (III.81)
In studying the shift of the W mass, it is easier to use the Sirlin definition of the weak mixing angle, which may be
evaluated in our model using eqns. (III.64) and (III.50)
cos2 θW =
M2W
M2Z
= cos2 θ + x2 cos2 θ
(
cos2 α− cos2 φ)2 . (III.82)
Combining this with eqn. (III.81) yields
cos2 θW = cos
2 θZ + x
2 cos
4 θZ
(
cos2 α− cos2 φ)2
cos2 θZ − sin2 θZ
, (III.83)
In deriving this last relation, we took advantage of the fact that the difference between sin2 θ, sin2 θZ , s
2 and sin2 θW
is of order x2, so that any definition of the weak-mixing-angle may be used inside terms proportional to x2.
IV. PRECISION ELECTROWEAK FITS
A. Observables and Model Parameters
Although the Standard Model is only a low-energy effective theory, it nonetheless describes all data at accessible
energies so well that the deviations new physics would cause in electroweak observables are constrained to be no larger
than one-loop corrections within the Standard Model. In testing the predictions of our topcolor models against the
precision electroweak data, we will therefore write the theoretical values of observables as the one-loop SM value plus
the tree-level corrections from the new physics:
Oth = O1−loopSM + δOnew. (IV.84)
or, equivalently,
Oth = O1−loopSM
(
1 +
δOnew
OtreeSM
)
, (IV.85)
where in the denominator of the correction term, OtreeSM suffices at the required level of accuracy.
For any specific observable Oi, it is conventional to parametrize the corrections due to new physics in terms of αS,
αT , αδ and ∆ρ:
Othi = O
1−loop
i + aiαS + biαT + ciαδ + di∆ρ. (IV.86)
where the coefficients ai , bi , ci , di are specific to that observable. Since the oblique corrections αS and αT are defined
as corrections to the SM with some particular reference Higgs mass, we must specify a value of MH,ref . While
dynamical models of electroweak symmetry breaking, such as topcolor-assisted technicolor, do not include a Higgs
boson as such, the Higgs doublet’s role in unitarizing the scattering of longitudinal electroweak gauge bosons is played
by composite resonances like the techni-rho [36, 37]. As these resonances have masses of order a TeV, we will use
MH,ref = 800, 1500 GeV.
Since our objective is to determine how precision electroweak data constrain our topcolor model, we use the
previously defined relationships (III.75, III.76, III.78) to re-write the theoretical prediction for each observable in
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terms of the model’s parameters. The four extra degrees of freedom in the electroweak sector were previously denoted
as κ1, u, p, ft; here, it is more convenient to replace κ1 by cosφ and ft by cosα. In addition, we find that the O
th
i
depend on the product pu rather than on the two separate variables; accordingly, we replace them by the previously-
defined quantity x ≡ v/pu. Thus the Othi depend explicitly only on three model parameters: cosφ, cosα, and x. For
example, we obtain the following expression for the Z decay width to any species of charged lepton
Γthℓ+ℓ− = Γ
1−loop
ℓ+ℓ−, SM
[
1 + x2
(
1.1962 cos4 α− 0.8478 cos2 α cos2 φ− 0.3484 cos4 φ)] , (IV.87)
and for the total Z width we have
Γthtot = Γ
1−loop
tot, SM
[
1 + x2
(
1.3506 cos4 α− 1.5152 cos2 α cos2 φ+ 0.1646 cos4 φ)] . . (IV.88)
In each case, the one-loop SM result is obtained using ZFITTER[38][39] and SMATASY [40], which also takes into
account the phase space factors for massive final-state fermions; values are in the tables in the Appendix. As another
example, the mass shift for the W boson
MW =M
1−loop
W
(
1 +
1
2
x2
cos2 θZ
(
cos2 α− cos2 φ)2
cos2 θZ − sin2 θZ
)
. (IV.89)
is obtained by starting from eqn. (III.83).
While the Othi depend on three model parameters, as discussed above, it happens that we can capture the essential
physics with a two-parameter fit to x and cosφ by setting cosα to a fixed value. The Pagels-Stokar formula [15] that
relates the size of the dynamically-generated top mass mt to the top-quark condensate ft and mt
f2t =
3m2t
8π2
ln
u2
m2t
(IV.90)
may be rewritten as
cos2 α = 1− 3m
2
t
8π2v2
ln
u2
m2t
, (IV.91)
In this form, we see that cosα varies only logarithmically with u; accordingly, we will fix cos2 α ≈ .91 (i.e. ft ≈ 75
GeV), which corresponds to u = 2 TeV. We have checked that the results obtained from the full three-parameter fit
are consistent with those for the simpler two-parameter fit reported here.
B. The Fit
We have performed a two-parameter fit in x2 and cos2 φ for the full set of data shown in the Appendix. Note
that the fit is linear in x2, but due to the occurrence of cos4 φ in the theoretical expressions for the observables,
non-linear in cos2 φ. The search for the global minimum of the χ2 function in the physically allowed region of the
two parameters (x2 ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ cos2 φ ≤ 1) reveals that the minimum is actually on the boundary at cos2 φ = 0
and x2 = 0.0035 corresponding to a χ2min = 48.88. For cos
2 φ so near to zero, we can treat the fit as linear in
cos2 φ for purposes of statistical interpretation of the results. Since we have 35 observables and do a fit in two
parameters, we have χ2min/d.o.f. = 48.88/33 = 1.48, corresponding to a 3.7% of obtaining a χ
2
min of at least this
size if our model is the correct description of the data. For purposes of comparison, we note that when we fit the
same data set to the SM, with a reference Higgs mass of 115 GeV, we obtain nearly the same probability: 3.5%
(χ2min/d.o.f. = 51.58/35 = 1.47), while a fit to the SM with a reference Higgs mass of 800 GeV yields a probability of
essentially zero (χ2min/d.o.f. = 139.6/35 = 3.99).
To aid in interpretation, we may also rephrase our results in terms of the variables κ1 and pu. As figure 3 shows,
κ1 is restricted to a value less than 1.2× 10−3 at 95% c.l. . It is worth recalling that the coupling of the Z ′ boson to
fermions has strength
√
4πκ1 Y (see (III.68)); this is of order .05 for κ1 = .001. At the same time, pu must lie between
about 3.48 TeV and 4.86 TeV. Values of pu this large are clearly in accord with our prior assumption that x2 ≪ 1; in
fact, we find x2 ≤ 0.005 at 95% c.l. . Note that the presence of an upper bound on pu is actually consistent with the
fact that our expressions for the observables reduce to their SM values as u→∞ (rather than simply when κ1 → 0).
We have used a reference Higgs mass of 800 GeV in order to reflect the dynamical origin of electroweak symmetry
breaking in TC2. However, as mentioned earlier, the fit of the SM with an 800 GeV Higgs to this data is quite poor;
the SM fits the current data best [30], for the much lower Higgs mass of approximately 80 GeV.
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FIG. 3: The solid (dashed) curve shows the restriction on model parameter space obtained from a fit of all Z pole and off-pole
data listed in the first two tables of the Appendix for an 800 GeV (1500 GeV) reference Higgs mass. The region outside the
parabola is excluded at 95% c.l. .
1. Bounds on MZ′
Translating the constraint on pu into a limit on the Z ′ boson mass as a function of κ1 using eqn. (II.20) yields the
results shown in Fig. 4. We observe that Z ′ masses less than 2.08 TeV (2.12 TeV) are excluded at a confidence level
of 95% when using a Higgs mass of 800 GeV (1500 GeV). The data do not provide an upper bound on MZ′ because
the best-fit value of κ1 is zero and MZ′ ∝ 1/√κ1 for κ1-values small compared to αY ≈ 0.01 (from eqn. (II.20)).
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FIG. 4: The solid (dashed) curve shows limits on the Z′ mass as a function of κ1 resulting from a fit of all Z pole and off-pole
data listed in the first two tables of the Appendix for an 800 GeV (1500 GeV) reference Higgs mass. Values outside the
boomerang shaped region are excluded at 95% c.l. .
Precision electroweak data clearly provide a stronger lower bound on MZ′ than the contact interactions discussed
in section IID 2. Moreover, direct searches for Z ′ bosons also give weaker limits than the precision data. The present
CDF limit on a “sequential” Z ′ boson with standard-model-strength couplings to fermions is MZ′ > 923 GeV [41];
the CDF limit on our Z ′ would be even weaker since the couplings between the hypercharge-universal Z ′ and fermions
are smaller than those for a sequential Z ′ by factors ranging from 1.5 for right-handed electrons to 15 for left-handed
quarks. We estimate (σ · B)TC2 ≈ .24(σ ·B)seq , implying that the direct lower bound on the Z ′ mass is of order 800
GeV. By way of comparison, we note that the limit lies between the CDF limit on the E6 Z ′ bosons Z ′I and Z
′
χ, as
might be expected from a comparison of the various Z ′ bosons’ couplings along the lines discussed in [42].
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2. Interpretation using standard electroweak parameters
Our bounds may also be understood in terms of the standard parametrization of the electroweak corrections which
we calculated in section III B:
αS = 4x2
(
cos2 α− cos2 φ) cos2 φ cos2 θ
αT = x2
(
cos4 α− cos4 φ)
∆ρ = x2 cos4 α.
Since the best fit value for cos2 φ is zero, ∆ρ ≈ αT and S ≈ 0. Fixing cos2 α by the Pagel-Stokar relation, eqn. (IV.91),
gives T ≈ 0.4 for the best fit value x2 = 0.0035. The experimental bounds on S and T are commonly illustrated as
an ellipse in the S-T plane for a given reference Higgs mass. Some of these plots (See, e.g., Fig. E.2 in ref. [30].) also
show how contributions from a very large Higgs mass would pull the Standard Model prediction outside the region
defined by the experimental bounds. For a (reference) Higgs mass of around 1 TeV new physics adding ∼ 0.4 to the
value of T is required to move the theoretical prediction back into the experimentally-favored ellipse. This is why the
presence, in our model, of new physics that persists in the limit cos2 φ→ 0 is important.
3. The gap triangle and Mc
Generating the desired top-quark condensate (and only a top condensate) has placed the model within the gap
triangle in the κ3-κ1 plane (Fig. 1). Moreover, as discussed in section II C, the known top mass confines κ1 and κ3
to the region near the left-hand side of the gap triangle (which includes the lower tip) when the scale pu is of order a
TeV or more. We have now found that pu & 3 TeV and also that κ1 . 10
−3. This means the model is now restricted
to the lower tip of the gap triangle, where κ3 ≈ 1.9 is close to its critical value for the gauged NJL approximation to
the gap equations.
We now consider the implications for the mass of the topgluon. Examining eqn. (II.20) we see that Mc depends
linearly on u but less strongly on κ3. Moreover, the discussion above has made clear that the κ3 must have a value
very close to 1.9. Fixing κ3 and allowing pu to vary in the range suggested by Fig. 3 (3.48 TeV ≤ pu ≤ 4.86 TeV), we
estimate 18 TeV ≤Mc ≤ 25 TeV for p = 1. This is well above the bound we obtained from FCNC in section IID 3.
4. Effects of top-pions in TC2 models
As discussed in [17], top-pion exchange affects the value of Rb predicted by TC2 models, with the shift depending
markedly on the mass assumed for the top-pions. We have performed an additional fit to the Hypercharge-Universal
TC2 model, including this effect for various top-pion masses.
For a given top-pion mass, we read (or extrapolated) the fractional shift in Rb from the first figure in [17], and
modified the predicted value of Rthb accordingly. Because the shift in Rb tends to decrease the predicted value relative
to the SM prediction, the fit probability for the minimum value of χ2 is reduced. For example, assuming Mπt ≈ 900
GeV, the fit probability becomes 0.25%; the top-pion mass for which the fit probability is 1% is Mπt ≈ 1200 GeV. As
shown in figure 5, the allowed range of κ1 and MZ′ is very slightly altered by inclusion of this shift in Rb, such that
the lower bound on MZ′ becomes 2.05 TeV.
However, as also discussed in [17], while the presence and sign of the effect of top-pions on Rb is certain, the size of
the effect is not. In fact, it is quite sensitive to several factors that are hard to evaluate precisely: the value of ft, the
value of mETC , and a radiative correction factor due to topcolor gauge interactions. For instance, as [17] notes, if the
value of ft were about twice as large as the Pagels-Stokar formula suggests, then the shift in Rb would be smaller by
a factor of 6.7. In this case, Hypercharge-Universal TC2 would yield a fit probability of 1% for Mπt ≈ 250 GeV and
3% for Mπt ≈ 900 GeV. As shown in figure 5, the allowed region of κ1 and MZ′ is noticably shifted by the changed
value of ft (but still not much affected by the value of Mπt), such that the lower bound on MZ′ becomes 1.68 TeV.
Overall, we conclude that the Hypercharge-Universal TC2 model is consistent with the data at hand, within the
theoretical uncertainties discussed above. As indicated by Figure 5, the bounds on κ1 and MZ′ are not terribly
sensitive to these theoretical uncertainties, and the Z ′ should have a mass and coupling that render it accessible to
LHC experiments.
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FIG. 5: Limits on the Z′ mass as a function of κ1 resulting from a fit of all Z pole and off-pole data listed in the first two tables
of the Appendix for an 800 GeV reference Higgs mass. Values outside the appropriate boomerang shaped region are excluded
at 95% c.l. . The overlapping pair of solid curves corresponds to ft = 75 GeV; the upper one includes exchange of a top-pion
of mass 1200 GeV and lower one does not include top-pion exchange. The overlapping pair of dashed curves corresponds to
ft = 150 GeV; the upper one includes exchange of a top-pion of mass 250 GeV and the lower one does not include top-pion
exchange. Note that the main effect on the shape and position of the allowed region comes from altering ft.
V. LIMITS ON THE CLASSIC AND FLAVOR-UNIVERSAL TOPCOLOR MODELS
For comparison, we briefly look at the Classic and Flavor-Universal TC2 models, which include flavor non-universal
Z ′ bosons. Electroweak precision limits on these models were previously obtained in ref. [43]; at that time, there was
still a narrow window of parameter space in which a Z ′ mass below 1 TeV was possible.
Starting from the general expression for the Z coupling to fermions in eqn. (III.66) and using the fermion charge
assignments of Table I, we see that in the Classic and Flavor-Universal TC2 models, the corrections to the Standard
Model expressions for third generation fermions are proportional to cos2 φ, while the first and second generation
particles receive a correction proportional to sin2 φ. Knowing this enabled us to fit the models with flavor non-
universal Z ′ bosons to the data in the last two tables in the Appendix; note that we must now employ the data that
does not, a priori, assume generation universality.
Searching for the global minimum of χ2 in the physical region where x2 ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ cos2 φ ≤ 1 (and setting
ft ≈ 75 GeV), we find χ2min/d.o.f. = 106/39 = 2.71, corresponding to a probability of order 10−8. The best-fit value
of cos2 φ is close to 0, which forces sin2 φ to be of order 1, thereby increasing the difference between the Z boson’s
couplings to fermions in the third generation and those in the first or second generations; given the degree of lepton
universality displayed by the Z-pole data, it is not surprising that a poor fit results. Including the shift towards more
negative values of Rb due to top-pion exchange decreases the fit probability still further. The flavor non-universal Z’
bosons of these TC2 models are simply not concordant with the precision electroweak data.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a new topcolor-assisted technicolor with a flavor-universal Z ′ boson, shown that it is capable
of producing a top-quark condensate, and studied its phenomenology. Our analysis shows that precision electroweak
measurements (including Rb) provide tight constraints on this model. In the narrow region of parameter space where
these constraints are satisfied, the bounds from FCNC, contact interactions, and U(1) triviality are automatically
obeyed. In contrast, we find that precision electroweak constraints now exclude models with flavor-non-universal Z ′
bosons [11][21].
Our TC2 model with a flavor universal hypercharge sector can fit the electroweak data as well as the SM with a
light Higgs boson. However, the topcolor-symmetry-breaking scale is driven to the value pu ≈ 4 TeV, which means
that mt is much lighter than the scale of the dynamics by which it is generated and implies a need for fine tuning
of the coupling factors κ1 and κ3. The topgluon coupling factor κ3 is constrained to lie near its critical value of 1.9;
accordingly, the topgluon mass is of order 20 TeV: too heavy for existing or planned colliders to access directly. The
Z ′ coupling factor κ1 is of order .001 or smaller (the Z ′ couples to fermions as
√
4πκ1 Y ). The Z
′ mass must therefore
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Experimental Value SM Fit
Flavor-Universal
Z’Fit Pull
GZ=2.4952±0.0023 GeV
Σh=41.54±0.037 nb
Rh=20.767±0.025
Rb=0.21629±0.00066
Rc=0.1721±0.003
AP,Τ=0.14648±0.00325
ALR,e=0.1513±0.00207
ALR,b=0.923±0.02
ALR,c=0.67±0.027
AFB,e=0.01714±0.00095
AFB,b=0.0992±0.0016
AFB,c=0.0707±0.0035
MW=80.398±0.025 GeV
GW=2.14±0.06 GeV
2.49
41.5
20.7
0.216
0.172
0.14
0.14
0.934
0.665
0.0146
0.0978
0.0696
80.2
2.08
2.5
41.5
20.7
0.216
0.172
0.146
0.146
0.935
0.668
0.016
0.103
0.0733
80.4
2.09
FIG. 6: Fits to Z-pole observables in the Hypercharge-Universal TC2 model introduced in this paper. From left to right, the
columns show the experimental values, the 1-loop SM values O1−loopi with MH,ref = 800 GeV, and the predictions for the TC2
model with their pulls. The TC2 model fit assumed ft = 75 GeV and MH,ref = 800 GeV.
lie above 1.6 - 2 TeV: too heavy for direct production at the Tevatron, but within reach of LHC.
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APPENDIX: EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND SM PREDICTIONS USED IN OUR ANALYSIS
This appendix shows the observables used to assess each model, along with the experimentally measured values
and the predicted values we obtained. The first pair of tables shows Z-pole and LEP II observables as calculated in
the hypercharge-universal model introduced in this paper. The second pair contrasts our fit to the SM with a light
Higgs boson; the third pair contrasts the results for the models with non-flavor-universal Z ′ bosons.
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Experimental Value
Flavor-Universal
SM Fit Z’Fit Pull
Σq qH189L=22.47±0.24
ΣΜ+  Μ- H189L=3.123±0.076
ΣΤ+  Τ- H189L=3.2±0.1
Σq qH192L=22.05±0.53
ΣΜ+  Μ- H192L=2.92±0.18
ΣΤ+  Τ- H192L=2.81±0.23
Σq qH196L=20.53±0.34
ΣΜ+  Μ- H196L=2.94±0.11
ΣΤ+  Τ- H196L=2.94±0.14
Σq qH200L=19.25±0.32
ΣΜ+  Μ- H200L=3.02±0.11
ΣΤ+  Τ- H200L=2.9±0.14
Σq qH202L=19.07±0.44
ΣΜ+  Μ- H202L=2.58±0.14
ΣΤ+  Τ- H202L=2.79±0.2
Σq qH205L=18.17±0.31
ΣΜ+  Μ- H205L=2.45±0.1
ΣΤ+  Τ- H205L=2.78±0.14
Σq qH207L=17.49±0.26
ΣΜ+  Μ- H207L=2.595±0.088
ΣΤ+  Τ- H207L=2.53±0.11
17.3
2.62
2.62
17.3
2.62
2.62
17.3
2.62
2.62
17.3
2.62
2.62
17.3
2.62
2.62
17.3
2.62
2.62
17.3
2.62
2.62
22.2
3.21
3.21
21.3
3.1
3.1
20.2
2.96
2.96
19.1
2.83
2.83
18.6
2.77
2.77
17.8
2.67
2.67
17.4
2.62
2.62
FIG. 7: Fits to LEP II observables at several values of
√
s in the Hypercharge-Universal TC2 model introduced in this paper.
From left to right, the columns show the experimental values, the 1-loop SM values O1−loopi with MH,ref = 800 GeV, and the
predictions for the TC2 model with their pulls. The TC2 model fit assumed ft = 75 GeV and MH,ref = 800 GeV.
0 1 2 3
Experimental Value SM Fit Pull
GZ=2.4952±0.0023 GeV
Σh=41.54±0.037 nb
Rh=20.767±0.025
Rb=0.21629±0.00066
Rc=0.1721±0.003
AP,Τ=0.14648±0.00325
ALR,e=0.1513±0.00207
ALR,b=0.923±0.02
ALR,c=0.67±0.027
AFB,e=0.01714±0.00095
AFB,b=0.0992±0.0016
AFB,c=0.0707±0.0035
MW=80.398±0.025 GeV
GW=2.14±0.06 GeV
2.49 GeV
41.56 nb
20.76
0.216
0.1726
0.1476
0.1476
0.9363
0.6686
0.01626
0.103
0.0735
80.4 GeV
2.09 GeV
FIG. 8: 1-loop fits to Z-pole observables in the Standard Model with MH,ref = 115 GeV, showing the experimental values, the
predicted values, and the pulls.
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Experimental Value HpbL SM Fit Pull
Σq qH189L=22.47±0.24
ΣΜ+  Μ- H189L=3.123±0.076
ΣΤ+  Τ- H189L=3.2±0.1
Σq qH192L=22.05±0.53
ΣΜ+  Μ- H192L=2.92±0.18
ΣΤ+  Τ- H192L=2.81±0.23
Σq qH196L=20.53±0.34
ΣΜ+  Μ- H196L=2.94±0.11
ΣΤ+  Τ- H196L=2.94±0.14
Σq qH200L=19.25±0.32
ΣΜ+  Μ- H200L=3.02±0.11
ΣΤ+  Τ- H200L=2.9±0.14
Σq qH202L=19.07±0.44
ΣΜ+  Μ- H202L=2.58±0.14
ΣΤ+  Τ- H202L=2.79±0.2
Σq qH205L=18.17±0.31
ΣΜ+  Μ- H205L=2.45±0.1
ΣΤ+  Τ- H205L=2.78±0.14
Σq qH207L=17.49±0.26
ΣΜ+  Μ- H207L=2.595±0.088
ΣΤ+  Τ- H207L=2.53±0.11
22.2
3.21
3.21
21.2
3.1
3.1
20.1
2.96
2.96
19.1
2.83
2.83
18.6
2.77
2.77
17.8
2.67
2.67
17.4
2.62
2.62
FIG. 9: 1-loop fits to LEP II observables at several values of
√
s in the Standard Model with MH,ref = 115 GeV, showing the
experimental values, the predicted values, and the pulls.
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Experimental Value SM Fit
Non-Flavor-Universal
Z’Fit Pull
GZ=2.4952±0.0023 GeV
Σh=41.541±0.037 nb
Rel=20.804±0.05
RΜ=20.785±0.033
RΤ=20.764±0.045
AFB,el=0.0145±0.0013
AFB,Μ=0.0169±0.0017
AFB,Τ=0.0188±0.0033
ALR,el=0.1516±0.0021
ALR,Μ=0.142±0.015
ALR,Τ=0.136±0.015
AP,Τ=0.1465±0.0033
Rb=0.21629±0.00066
Rch=0.1721±0.003
AFB,b=0.0992±0.0016
AFB,ch=0.0707±0.0035
ALR,b=0.923±0.02
ALR,ch=0.67±0.027
MW=80.398±0.025 GeV
GW=2.14±0.06 GeV
2.49
41.5
20.7
20.7
20.8
0.0146
0.0146
0.0146
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.216
0.172
0.0978
0.0696
0.934
0.665
80.2
2.08
2.49
41.5
20.7
20.7
20.8
0.0163
0.0163
0.0151
0.148
0.148
0.142
0.142
0.2163
0.172
0.09943
0.074
0.934
0.6683
80.3
2.08
FIG. 10: Fits to Z-pole observables in the Classic [11] or Flavor-Universal TC2 [20, 21] model. From left to right, the columns
show the experimental values, the 1-loop SM values O1−loopi with MH,ref = 800 GeV, and the predictions for the TC2 model
with their pulls. The TC2 model fit assumed ft = 75 GeV and MH,ref = 800 GeV.
0 1 2 3
Experimental Value
Non-Flavor-Universal
SM Fit Z’Fit Pull
Σq qH189L=22.47±0.24
ΣΜ+  Μ- H189L=3.123±0.076
ΣΤ+  Τ- H189L=3.2±0.1
Σq qH192L=22.05±0.53
ΣΜ+  Μ- H192L=2.92±0.18
ΣΤ+  Τ- H192L=2.81±0.23
Σq qH196L=20.53±0.34
ΣΜ+  Μ- H196L=2.94±0.11
ΣΤ+  Τ- H196L=2.94±0.14
Σq qH200L=19.25±0.32
ΣΜ+  Μ- H200L=3.02±0.11
ΣΤ+  Τ- H200L=2.9±0.14
Σq qH202L=19.07±0.44
ΣΜ+  Μ- H202L=2.58±0.14
ΣΤ+  Τ- H202L=2.79±0.2
Σq qH205L=18.17±0.31
ΣΜ+  Μ- H205L=2.45±0.1
ΣΤ+  Τ- H205L=2.78±0.14
Σq qH207L=17.49±0.26
ΣΜ+  Μ- H207L=2.595±0.088
ΣΤ+  Τ- H207L=2.53±0.11
17.3
2.62
2.62
17.3
2.62
2.62
17.3
2.62
2.62
17.3
2.62
2.62
17.3
2.62
2.62
17.3
2.62
2.62
17.3
2.62
2.62
21.9
3.12
3.2
21
3.01
3.09
19.9
2.87
2.96
18.8
2.75
2.83
18.3
2.68
2.77
17.6
2.59
2.67
17.2
2.54
2.62
FIG. 11: Fits to LEP II observables at several values of
√
s in the Classic [11] or Flavor-Universal TC2 [20, 21] model. From left
to right, the columns show the experimental values, the 1-loop SM values O1−loopi with MH,ref = 800 GeV, and the predictions
for the TC2 model with their pulls. The TC2 model fit assumed ft = 75 GeV and MH,ref = 800 GeV.
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